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Company profile

Qinhuangdao Aosener Equipment and Garment Co., Ltd located in Qinhuangdao City, Hebei Province, has a long history of development and glorious military industry tradition,
originally the earliest military equipment production enterprise directly under the General Logistics Department of our army- the 3524 factory of the Chinese People's Liberation
Army. After 34 years of military and 20 years of policy restructuring, the enterprise is the most competitive private military enterprise in China that integrates R&D, production, sales
and service, specializing in providing camping equipment, military equipment, military supplies and emergency disaster relief products to the military and government.

The factory was founded in Chengde City in 1968. In 1992, in response to the call of the Central Military Commission, the factory implemented a large-scale strategic transfer,
moving from the deep mountainous area of Chengde to the coastal city of Qinhuangdao. In 2002, the state implemented a policy bankruptcy restructuring of the 3524 factory, and
Aosener Equipment and Garment Co., Ltd. was registered. The company covers an area of more than 400 acres, with a registered capital of 130 million yuan, more than 800
employees, more than 80 professional and technical personnel, and total assets of 660 million yuan.

The company's main products cover camping equipment, military equipment, military supplies, emergency disaster protection four aspects of eight categories of more than
1,500 varieties, of which camping equipment series include: various standard and non-standard tents, various carside tents, special tents, heaters, generators, cooling and heating
fans, various standard heating stoves, various shower box group toilets, various models of water storage bags, various models of water transport bags, standard camp equipment
(soldier cabinets, officer lockers, bunk beds, marching beds, folding tables and chairs, etc.); Military equipment series include: all kinds of individual tents, gun protective gear, gun
clothing, artillery clothing, bullet bags, cover cloths, car tarpaulins, belts, various backpacks and backpacks, carrying gear, front transport bags, left-behind bags, various functional
camouflage nets, body armor, bulletproof helmets, military shoulder bags, etc.; Military quilt series include: all kinds of standard clothing, quilts, cotton mattresses, pillows, sheets,
quilt covers, cotton mat tires, cotton cushion covers, sleeping mats, sleeping bags, hats, raincoats, air cushions, mosquito nets, etc.; Emergency disaster protection series include:
various specifications of disaster relief tents, cotton bedding, cotton pants, emergency kits, emergency lights, heating stoves, disaster relief buckets, disaster relief water tanks,
inflatable mattresses, medical disposable masks, medical disposable protective clothing, disaster relief folding beds, disaster relief folding tables and chairs, etc., the products sell
well in more than 50 countries and regions at home and abroad.

Excellent corporate reputation, standardized management, excellent product quality and market-leading scientific and technological research and development capabilities, so
that enterprises gradually stand out in the industry. The company has successively won the "designated production enterprise of camping equipment of the General Logistics
Department of the Chinese People's Liberation Army", "Contractor of the General Armament Department of the Chinese People's Liberation Army", "Designated R&D Enterprise of
Camping Equipment of the Armed Police Headquarters", "Camping Equipment and Military Supplies of the Armed Police Headquarters Loaded into the Fence and Production
Enterprise", "11th Five-Year Plan", "Twelfth Five-Year Plan" and "Thirteenth Five-Year Plan" Camping Equipment R&D Trial Production Unit", "Chinese People's Liberation Army
General Logistics Department Construction Engineering Research Institute Camping Equipment Trial Production Base", "Chinese PLA General Logistics Department Military
Transportation Research Institute Trial Production Unit", "National Emergency Management Ministry Designated R&D Enterprise", "China Charity Federation Northern Only Partner
"National High-tech Enterprise", "Hebei Provincial Technology Center", "Hebei Province Industrial Design Center", "Hebei Province Contract-abiding and Trustworthy Enterprise"
Hebei Province Civil-Military Integration Enterprise", "Hebei Province Manufacturing Single Champion Enterprise", "Hebei Province Specialized and Special New Enterprise", "Hebei
Province Emergency Material Production Capacity Reserve Base", "Science and Technology Enterprise", "Qinhuangdao Advanced Growth Enterprise", "Qinhuangdao Entrepreneurial
Pioneer", "Qinhuangdao Top Ten Growth Enterprises", "Qinhuangdao Civilized Enterprise", "Qinhuangdao Health Promotion Enterprise", "Qinhuangdao Emergency Disaster Material
Reserve Unit" and many other qualifications and honors. Chairman and General Manager Zhang Xiangyang also won many honorary titles such as "Entrepreneurial Hero of Hebei
Province", "Entrepreneurial Pioneer of Qinhuangdao City", "May Day Labor Medal of Qinhuangdao City", "Deputy of the People's Congress of Qinhuangdao Port District" and so on.
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1、 Two-people cotton tent 2、 5-person portable single layer tent 3、 5-person portable cotton tent

Material: Face cloth: 28×2/2 grass green polyester waterproof canvas

Lining Fabric: 150D white oxford cloth, Thermal insulation layer: 3mm thick

needled felt

Awning frame: Adopter 30 × 1.5mm electric welded steel pipe, square 25 ×

1.2mm Electric welded steel pipe

Size: Length 2.5m, width 2.4m, side height 1.4m, top height 2m;

Packing size: 680×500×480mm；Φ165×1500mm；

Packing quantity: 2 pieces/each

Performance: The tent is a double slope frame structure. The front gable has

one door, the back gable has one chimney, and the two side walls have one

window. The ventilation effect is good. Easy erection and roll up.

Application: It is mainly used for the army's accommodation and rest in the

field.

Material: The tarpaulin material mainly used for is 300D 2 × 2 army outdoor

digital camouflage silver oxford cloth. The material of inner ceiling is 1 × 1

white coated oxford cloth. The floor cloth material is 400g/㎡ double-sided

PVC waterproof cloth. Shelter: φ25 × 1.5mm aluminum alloy pipe.

Size: 2.5m long, 2.5m wide, 1.8m high side wall, 2.86m high top

Packing quantity:1pieces/each

Performance: The erection and withdrawal can be completed within 5

minutes by 4 people, which is suitable for use in warm areas; It has good rain

proof, mosquito proof and insect proof functions. The tent adopts a grid

structure, and the tarpaulin and framework are assembled in one; The rods

are made of aluminum alloy pipes, and the tarpaulin is made of light and thin

new materials to achieve light weight and small volume; The erection and

withdrawal are fast, simple in structure, convenient for carrying, and

convenient for emergency mobile use. Equipped with floor covering, the

living environment in the tent is comfortable. Air inter layer is set on the roof

of combined grid tent to reduce radiant heat, and the severe baking feeling

inside the tent is obviously weakened. A large area of ventilation gauze net

shall be set up on the fence to ensure natural convection of air and a good

thermal environment in the tent.

Application: It is used by combat teams and professional units for marching,

patrolling and field camping and operation during decentralized operations in

wartime.

Material: Canopy:28×2/2Digital camouflage polyester waterproof canvas;

Inner canopy: 150D white oxford cloth; The floor cloth material is 400g/㎡

double-sided PVC waterproof cloth; The floor mat is 500g/㎡ needled felt;

Shelter: φ twenty-five × 1.5mm aluminum alloy pipe.

Size: It is 2m long, 3m wide, 1.95m high at the top and 0.9m high at the side.

Packing size: 1100×400×400mm；

Packing quantity:1 piece/each

Performance: The square and space dimensions meet the basic functional

requirements for emergency mobile temporary housing. The tent is equipped

with floor cloth, cotton pad, ventilation hole at the mountain top, large open

area of doors and windows, and yarn mesh, which has the functions of

moisture-proof, dust-proof soil, mosquito and fly prevention, insect pest

prevention, ventilation and sealing, and can better adapt to the use

requirements in the south under humid and hot climate conditions.

Deployment and roll up time: about 5 minutes/5 people can complete the

erection or roll up.

Application: It is used for camping accommodation of armored, artillery, air

defense and other arms, ground troops, and other troops performing assault

operations.
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4、 12 ㎡ pole type single layer tent 5、 Squad cold zone tent 6、 Squad cotton tent

Material: The surface cloth adopts 28 × 2/28 × 2 Grass green polyester

waterproof canvas. The support is made of plastic sprayed high-frequency

welded steel pipe (material: Q215-Q235).

Size: Length: 4m, width: 3m, side height: 1.6m, top height: 2.5m.

Use area: 12 ㎡

Package weight: 32kg

Packing volume: 0.075m³

Packing quantity: 2 pieces/each

Number of habitable: 6 people

Material: Canopy 28 × 2/28 × 2 grass green polyester waterproof canvas;

Lining: 150D white oxford cloth; Thermal insulation layer: 5mm thick

needle felt on the roof; 3mm thick needle felt for mountain and enclosure.

Shelter: 30 square meters × 1.5mm electric welded steel pipe, square 25 ×

1.2mm electric welded steel pipe and 50 × twenty-five × 1.5mm electric

welded steel pipe.

Size: 3.9m long, 3.7m wide, 1.7m side height and 2.6m top height;

Packing size: 800×600×450mm；800×600×450mm；2136×160×110mm；

1911×90×60mm ； 1700×140×120mm ； 1924×130×110mm ；

1821×130×130mm

Packing quantity: 7 pieces/each

Performance: The rated number of guests is 12. The use area is 14.43 ㎡.

The minimum clear height in the canopy is 1.7m, and the maximum clear

height is 2.6m. The developed area is about 3.9m×3.7m. The erection time

shall not exceed 15 minutes/6 people, and the withdrawal time shall not

exceed 10 minutes/6 people. The front and back gable walls have one

door and the wall has two windows. Fence windows are equipped with

mesh, polyester glass window panels can be freely loaded and unloaded

as required.

Application: It is mainly used for accommodation of troops in cold areas

under camping conditions, and also applicable to troops in southern areas.

Material: Face cloth 28 × 2/28 × 2 Polyester grass green waterproof canvas,

Inner layer 13 × 1/13 × 1 plain flame retardant cloth, Thermal insulation layer

synthetic fiber needle felt.

Size: Length 4.4 m, width 4.6 m, side height 1.42 m, top height 2.6 m.

Use area: 20.24㎡

Package weight: 118kg

Packing volume: 0.42m³

Packing quantity: 3 pieces/each

Number of habitable: 12 people

Performance: 1. The tent is of double slope frame structure, 2. The structure is

reasonable, safe and reliable, and can withstand the wind force of 8 levels,

dead weight and snow load of 8 cm thick, 3. The tent is simple in structure and

convenient for erection and withdrawal. 25min/6 people can be erected and

20min/6 people can be withdrawn

Application: It is mainly used for accommodation and office work of troops in

cold areas under field conditions
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7、 New type 10 people single layer tent 8、 10 people grass green single layer tent 9、 37㎡ folding grid tent

Material: Outer canopy: 600D big flower PU coated with silicon silver oxford

cloth; Inner canopy: 1 × 1 white silver coated cloth; Floor cloth: 500D gray

double-sided PVC coated cloth; Shelter: φ28 × 1.5mm electric welded steel

pipe φ25 × 1.2mm electric welded steel pipe.

Size: Length: 4.6m, width: 4.6m, side height: 1.55m, top height: 3.1m.

Packing size: 800×600×380mm；Φ150×1750mm

Packing quantity: 2 pieces/each

Performance: The use area is 21.16 ㎡ . The minimum clear height in the

canopy is 1.4m, and the maximum clear height is 2.95m. The erection time

shall not exceed 13 minutes/6 people, and the withdrawal time shall not

exceed 15 minutes/6 people. The double-layer roof with ventilation layer is

adopted, which has good heat insulation and fast heat dissipation in summer.

The window wall area is relatively large, and the indoor ventilation and lighting

are good. It is equipped with a cable-stayed window cover and a canopy type

ventilation window cover, and the window functions of sunshade and rain

shelter are matched. The outer roof joint is waterproof with glue, with

excellent rain proof performance. It is equipped with moisture proof floor

cloth, mosquito screen doors and windows, and has good habitability. The

reasonable strut structure is adopted, which is convenient for erection and

withdrawal, and safe and reliable for use.

Application: The 2003-10/20 class single tent is a camping housing equipment,

which is mainly applicable to the camping or office use of troops in the

southern region.

Material: Canopy: 28 × 2/2 straw green polyester waterproof canvas,

awning: φ38× 1.2mm electric welded steel pipe φ25 × 1.2mm electric

welded steel pipe.

Size: Length 4.8m, width 4.8m, side height 1.6m, top height 3.2m

Packing size: 680×480×320mm；Φ120×1650mm；

Packing quantity: 2 pieces/each

Performance: Type 81 shift single tent is a pole type tent with a square

bottom and a sharp top on four slopes. There is one door and two

windows on the front and rear walls respectively, and the size of the door

opening is 1500mm wide and 1600mm high. There is a skylight that can

be opened and closed at will on the front and rear top slopes, and there

are two windows on the walls on both sides. The canopy body is a whole,

and it is firmly fixed on the ground by the combined action of a central

column (two sections), ten fence columns, ten pull ropes, ten ground piles

and tensioning. The four corners of the fence are connected with a sleeve

trip. If necessary, the sleeve trip can be untied to lift the fence.

Application: It is mainly used for the army's accommodation and rest in

the field.

Material: Outer canopy: 220D digital camouflage coating polyester filament

Oxford cloth; Inner canopy: 150D white coated polyester filament Oxford cloth;

Floor cloth: ≥ 400g/㎡ double-sided PVC waterproof cloth; Shelter: φ16 ×

0.8mm aluminum alloy pipe φ20 × 1.5mm aluminum alloy pipe and polyamide

66, etc.

Size: The outer frame is 11.8m long, 4.1m wide, 3.16m high, and the side wall

is 1.54m high,

The inner frame is 11.2m long, 3.5m wide, 2.66m high, and the side wall is

1.54m high.

Packing size: 2000×800×1000mm；

Packing quantity: 1 pieces/each

Performance: The tent is a folding space grid structure, which can be used

normally under 8 wind or 8 cm snow load; It is universal in the south and

north, and can be erected and rolled up all day long; It can be combined into a

multi-purpose tent group as required; Meet the needs of different users such

as accommodation, office, command and medical treatment. The tent body is

integrated, and the whole tent can be erected or withdrawn within 10 minutes.

Application: It is mainly for the army to set up special tents for command posts

and communication stations in the field.
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10、 70 ㎡ arch single layer tent 11、 108㎡ multipurpose tent 12、 10 people tropics zone tent

Material: Tent surface cloth adopts 28 × 2/28 × 2 Desert camouflage

polyester waterproof canvas, and the tent frame is 30 square × 1.5mm

electric welded steel pipe, square 25 × 1.2mm electric welded steel pipe

and 6.3 # channel steel, etc.

Size: 10m long, 7m wide, 3.45m high to top

Packing size: 800×600×500mm；2040×150×150mm；1970×160×140mm；

1300×φ260mm；1900×85×70mm；360×150×120mm；

Packing quantity: 19 pieces/each

Performance: 1. The tent fabric has excellent tear resistance, aging

resistance, mildew resistance and rain resistance. The normal service life

can reach more than three years.

2. The tent is of arch frame structure, with simple structure and convenient

erection. The erection can be completed for 12 persons within 25min, and

the withdrawal can be completed for 12 persons within 15min.

Application: It is mainly used by regiment level troops for command post or

equipment repair under field conditions.

Material: Surface cloth: 28 X 2/28 X 2 Polyester waterproof canvas; Lining: 150D white oxford

cloth; Floor cloth: ≥ 400g/㎡ grass green double-sided plastic coating; Heating duct: 1 X 1

white oxford cloth; Thermal insulation layer: 200g/㎡ synthetic fiber needle felt; Shelter:

φ38 × 1.2mm electric welded steel pipe φ 44.5 × 2mm electric welded steel pipe.

Size: Length: 11.25m, width: 9.6m, side height: 1.8m, top height: 4.1m

Packing quantity:12 pieces/each

Performance: The tent is a double slope frame structure, equipped with floor cloth, and the

doors and windows are equipped with gauze mesh, which makes living comfortable. The

glass window panels can be loaded and unloaded freely as required; The tent is equipped

with thermal insulation layer, which is closed in winter and ventilated in summer, with good

thermal insulation performance. It can bear the effects of dead weight, 80mm snow and

Grade 9 wind load. The tent erection and withdrawal is convenient and fast, and can be

completed within 1 hour/15 people. The special working rooms at the four corners of the

awning are respectively formed by four separated hanging enclosures, which are convenient

for suspension and removal. The tent has the extension function. If necessary, two tents can

be connected together along the depth direction for use, and the use area can be doubled to

meet the temporary special needs of some occasions. The overall tent is pulled up by pulling

ropes and reinforced by triangular piles. It can accommodate 75 people for dinner or be used

as a command post;

Application: It is mainly used by the group army and division combat departments to set up

command posts under field conditions.

Material: Surface cloth: 28 × 2/2 grass green polyester

waterproof canvas;Lining: white yarn mesh;Support: plastic

sprayed high-frequency welded steel pipe (material: Q215-Q235)

Size: 4.8 m long, 4.8 m wide, 1.6 m side height, 3.2 m top height

Use area: 23 ㎡

Package weight: 56kg

Packaging volume: 0.119m ³

Number of packages: 2 pieces/each

Number of residents: 12 people
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13、 168㎡ arch single layer tent 14、 Police box 15、 6 people double-fly tent

Material: Tent surface cloth adopts 28 × 2/28 × 2 Camouflage polyester

waterproof canvas, with square 35 × 1.5mm electric welded steel pipe, square

30 × 1.5mm electric welded steel pipe, 8 # channel steel, 6.3 # channel steel,

etc.

Size: Length: 14m, width: 12m, top height: 5.6m;

Packing size: 1000×700×650mm； 750×500×500mm； 2000×260×200mm；

1970×110×110mm ；1300×φ140mm；1850×100×70mm；1710×85×70mm ；

2100×250×250mm

Packing quantity: 39 pieces/each

Performance: 1. The tent fabric has excellent tear resistance, aging resistance,

mildew resistance and rain resistance. The normal service life can reach more

than three years. The tent is of arched frame structure.

2. The tent is simple in structure and convenient for erection and removal.

45min/24 people can be erected and 30min/24 people can be withdrawn

Application: It is mainly used for large-scale display activities or large-scale

equipment repair in the field.

Material: The surface cloth adopts 28 × 2/2 floret camouflage polyester

waterproof canvas awning adopts 30 × thirty × 1.2 Welded thin-walled

square tube, 25 × twenty-five × 1.2 It is made by welding thin-walled steel

pipes.

Size: 1m long, 1m wide and 2.3m high

Packing size: 600×400×350mm；980×Φ230mm；2080×170×120mm

Packing quantity: 3 pieces/each

Performance: The top of the sentry box (cotton) is a four sided frame

structure. The enclosure is mainly composed of a door and three

windows. The window is equipped with anti stretching window panes, and

the upper opening of the enclosure is fixed with straps. The sentry box

(cotton) surface cloth is made of digital camouflage polyester waterproof

canvas, which has excellent tensile, tear resistance, aging resistance, rain

resistance, etc; the awning frame 30 × 30 × 1.2 Welded thin-walled square

tube, 25 × 25 × 1.2 Weld thin-walled square tubes. It has excellent wind

resistance, is not suitable for deformation, and is sturdy and durable. Its

normal service life can reach more than 3 years. The sentry box (cotton) is

simple in structure and convenient for erection and removal. The erection

can be completed for 10min/4people, and the withdrawal can be

completed for 6min/4people.

Application: It is mainly used for soldiers to stand guard and watch.

Material: The outer awning cloth adopts 28 × 2/28 × 2. Straw green polyester

waterproof canvas, the inner tarpaulin is 150D white flame retardant oxford

cloth. The main material of the support rod of the awning frame is ∅ 25mm ×

1.2mm steel pipe is spliced.

Size: Outer canopy: 4m long, 2.5m wide, 1.4m side height, 2.1m top height;

Inner canopy: 4m long, 2.4m wide, 1.35m side height and 2.05m top height.

Packing size: 500×400×300mm；1570×Φ110mm.

Packing quantity: 2 pieces/each

Performance: A double fly tent for six people. The tent structure is

double-layer, and the tent is a double slope pole structure. A door is opened on

the front gable, two windows are opened on both sides of the wall, and the

windows are equipped with gauze mesh. The tent is simple in structure and

convenient for erection and withdrawal. 6 min/4 people can be erected and 6

min/4 people can be withdrawn.

Application: It is mainly used for the army's accommodation and rest in the

field.
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16、 72 ㎡ multipurpose tent 17、 20 people single layer pole tent 18、 Saddle type three-layer tent

Material: Surface cloth: 600D camouflage polyester PU coated with white

waterproof oxford cloth; Ceiling: 150D bleached polyester PU silver coated

waterproof oxford cloth; Floor cloth: ≥ 400g/㎡ grass green double-sided plastic

coating; Shelter: φ forty × 1.2mm electric welded steel pipe φ forty-five × 1.5mm

electric welded steel pipe.

Size: Length: 10m, width: 7.2m, side height: 1.95m, top height: 3.63m

Packing size: 800×500×400mm ； 800×500×400mm ； φ170×3520mm ；

φ170×3520mm ； φ170×1885mm ； φ170×1885mm ； φ170×1885mm ；

φ170×1885mm；824×614×532mm；

Packing quantity:9 pieces/each

Performance: The tent is a double slope straight wall frame structure. All the tent

frames are plug-in structures, and the column bottom is surrounded by landing

rods. It can safely work under the most unfavorable load combination of dead

weight, 8cm snow and wind force of 8. The awning is equipped with a high

reflective thermal insulation ceiling, a triangular ventilation window at the

mountain top, large open area of doors and windows, and gauze mesh. There is no

obvious baking feeling and overheating phenomenon in the awning in summer.

When used together with 10kW cooling and heating fan, the thermal environment

inside the canopy is comfortable.

Application: It is matched with XCZ2002-300 self-propelled cooking truck and

XCC2002-150 cooking trailer, and can be used for dining in the camping conditions

of organic battalions, companies or equivalent catering units of the whole army.

Material: Surface cloth: 28 × 2/2 grass green polyester waterproof

canvas.

Support: plastic sprayed high-frequency welded steel pipe (Q215-Q235)

Size: Length: 8m, width: 4.8m, side height: 1.6m, top height: 3.2m

Packing quantity: pieces/each

Use area: 38.4 ㎡

Package weight: 75kg

Number of residents: 16 people

Material: Outer tarpaulin: 600D light gray pvc cloth

Medium tarpaulin: 10 × 10 Light grey cotton canvas

Inner tarpaulin: 150D light grey oxford cloth

Size: Length: 12.5 m, width: 5 m, side height: 1.7 m, top height: 2.5 m

Use area: 62.5 ㎡

Package weight: 441.2kg

Packaging volume: 0.96m ³

Number of packages: 8 pieces/each

Number of residents: 20 people

Performance: The structure is reasonable and the erection is convenient.

30min/12persons can be erected and 20min/10 persons can be withdrawn

Application: It is mainly used for outdoor accommodation, office work,

tourism, etc
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19、 10×5 camouflage cotton tent 20、 12×9 corps command tent 21、 Three prevention tent

Material: Face cloth 28 × 2/2 camouflage polyester waterproof canvas, 3mm

needled felt for insulation layer, 150D white flame-retardant oxford cloth for

inner tarpaulin

Size: 10m×5 m×2 m×3.3m

Package weight: 282.8kg

Packaging volume: 1.29m ³

Number of packages: 6 piece/each

Number of users: 50 people

Use area: 50 ㎡

Performance: 1. The tent is a double slope frame structure, with one door and

one window on the front and rear gable walls, and five windows on each side

of the wall.

2. The tent is simple in structure and convenient for erection and removal. The

erection can be completed for 12 persons within 20min, and the withdrawal

can be completed for 12 persons within 15min.

Application: It is mainly used for office and accommodation in the field

Material: Face cloth 28 × 2/28 × 2 Polyester camouflage waterproof canvas

Lining 150D white oxford cloth

Filled with 3mm thick needle felt

High frequency welded steel pipe for tent frame

Size: 12 m×9 m×2 m×3.91m

Package weight: 852kg

Packaging volume: 2.92m ³

Number of packages: 20 pieces/each

Number of users: 60 people

Packing quantity: pieces/each

Performance: 1. The tent is of double slope frame structure.

2. The tent is simple in structure and convenient for erection and removal.

25min/20 people can be erected and 10min/20 people can be withdrawn

Application: It is mainly used by the army under field operation conditions

Material：Outer fabric:500D camouflage tent fabric, 内 Inner fabric: Anti-virus

cloth (army green outside, white inside). Ground sheet: Laminated mesh PVC

double-sided coated fabric PZ56

Frame：Aluminum alloy tubes and aluminum alloy castings

Size：Outer：L 8.8m, W 4.4m, wall height 1.93m, top height 2.615m；Inner：L

5.88m,W 4.2m, wall height2.15m, top height 1.86m；Frame：L 9.06m,W 4.5m,

wall height1.95m, top height2.785m.

Packing size：4.92m×2.23m×2.34m

Performance： Each side wall of the tent is provided with a wall tent body

connection strip, two windows and four air pipe holes, The front and rear

gables are provided with a window and a gable tent body connection strip; The

top of the canopy is provided with four tent body lifting rope, for the tent body

hanging. Side wall is provided with a buckle, for setting up the tent body.with

There are aluminum ring around the ground sheet, used to fix the tent.
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22、 30 ㎡ inflatable command tent 23、 20㎡ Inflatable command tent 24、 Inflatable single layer tent

Material: Outer tent： 2× 2army green silver coated oxford； Inner tent:

150Dwhite silver coated oxford；Air column: double side PVC coated fabric.

Size: L 6m,W 5m, Side height 1.8m, Top height 2.97m；

Weight: 164kg

Packing size: 1200mm×900mm×725mm

Packing numbers: 1 unit/ case

Performance: There is an air layer between the inner and outer tent, which has

good heat insulation and ventilation performance in summer and good heat

insulation and sealing performance in winter. The front and back gables of the

tent have one door each, and each side wall has three Windows, two air heater

holes and two wire holes. The tent with ground sheet.

Setup and take down：≤5min/4～6 人；In normal condition the air column

support time not less than seven days

Application：It is mainly used for troops to set up command posts or temporary

camps in the field. It can be used for the southern and northern areas of the

army camp, can be used for 6 ~ 8 people.

Material: Outer tent：2×2 camouflage silver coated oxford，Inner tent: 1

×1 white silver coated oxford. Air column: 1000D double side PVC coated

fabric.

Size：L 4.4m, W4.6m, Side Height1.8m, Top height2.97m

Weight: 135 kg

Packing size: 1290×950×750mm

Packing numbers: 1 unit/ case

Performance: The tent is equipped with an air column and an inner and

outer tent。 The outer tent and the air column are fixed together, the

inner tent and the air column are connected by hanging, after hanging,

the inner tent is flat, the inner tent with silver white color, so that the

interior appears bright, ventilation effect is better, and the inner tent not

only increases the thermal insulation performance of the product, but

also strengthens the protection of the air column part, avoids unnecessary

scratches, and improves the overall aesthetic comfort of the product The

tent is assembled as a whole structure, which can be set up and put into

use within 5 minutes

Application: This product is flexible in operation and easy to use. It is a

camping equipment for the troops to carry out exercises, training,

emergency rescue and other non-war military operations and wartime

command.

Material: Outer tent:133dtex × f24 High strength polyester filament

camouflage coated fabric； Inner tent: 150Dwhite silver coated oxford；Air

column: grey double side PVC coated fabric.

Size: L 2m,W 2m, H 1.5m

Packing size: 1100mm×220mm×220mm。

Packing numbers: 1 unit/ case

Performance: Inflatable single tent can meet the requirements of 2 people

camping tents as integral inflatable frame structure, short inflatable time, can

meet the requirements of quick erection and removal of single tent. Electric

inflatable time: 2min; Foot inflating time: 5min, The tent can be inflatable, also

can pump air, electric pumping time: 3min; Foot pumping time 8min. The

height of the tent bottom air column is 160mm. After the tent is setting up, it is

equipped with the ground sheet to prevent water, and the waterproof height is

160mm

Application: It is mainly used for troops training, accommodation, office and

emergency rescue in the field.
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25、 Camping tent 26、 Field sleeping bag 27、 Envelope sleeping bag

Material: Fabric: 290T camouflage plaids , 210D olive green coated PU oxford is used as the ground cloth, and

the diameter of the support rod is 8mm aluminum alloy support rod. The joints are connected with rubber

ropes, with plugs at both ends; Air cushion surface cloth: 190T digital camouflage PVC taffeta; Hammock

material: 240T olive green waterproof and anti-static grid cloth, packing case surface cloth: 600D × 600DPVC

digital camouflage oxford cloth, packing case lining: 150D digital camouflage PU oxford cloth

Size: The tent is 1.9m long, 1.9m wide and 1.35m high; The air cushion is 1.9m long, 0.62m wide and 0.25m

high; Hammock 1.75m long × 1.48mwide

Packing size: 1400×480×370mm

Packing quantity: 5 pieces/each

Performance: The bottom of the tent is square, and the upper part is arched. It is equipped with three screen

windows and one screen door. The four sides of the roof are equipped with triangular screen windows, and the

roof is equipped with rain curtains. The tent is crossed diagonally through the tent pole sleeve by two

supporting rods and supported at the same time. The two ends of the supporting rods are fixed in the

aluminum tent ring at the four corners of the tent and fixed with hook piles, so that the tent is in a four slope

arch structure. Ventilation and convection can be provided at the window door to ensure the indoor

brightness; There is a curtain at the door of the window, which is highly airtight. With screen window and

screen door, it can prevent mosquitoes. Floor cloth is provided to keep the interior clean. The air cushion has

good softness and resilience, and is comfortable to use. The hammock can be hung on trees, which is

convenient and comfortable to use

Application: It is mainly used for tourism, accommodation, entertainment, etc. under outdoor conditions. This

tent can be used by two people in the wild, and four people can play in it. The air cushion can be used alone or

together with the tent. It is mainly used to replace planking and folding bed to provide emergency support in

the field under camping conditions.

Material: 240T (anti-static) olive green plaid cloth is used as the

surface cloth, 230T (anti-static) olive green nylon fabric is used as

the lining, and 25tex is used as the lining × 28tex grass green cotton

plain cloth, filled with 70% down and 30% feather insulation layer.

Size: Bag length 1950mm, bag width 800mm, cap height 350mm

Packing size: 570×530×470mm

Packing quantity: 4 pieces/each

Performance: 1. The field sleeping bag (model 05) is deployable,

which has the advantages of strong warmth retention, portability

and durability. You can take it apart and wash it. The head of the

sleeping bag can be tightened to prevent cold wind from blowing in.

Quilting lines are arranged between the surfaces to prevent the

movement of down in the space of the thermal layer of the sleeping

bag to the maximum extent and ensure the uniform distribution of

down.

2. The opening and closing of the sleeping bag are adjusted through

the nylon zipper, and the zipper is opened to unfold the sleeping

bag, which can be used as a down quilt and mattress.

Application: 05 Field sleeping bag is a kind of sleeping bag for

individual soldiers during field training and rest in special areas. It

can form a field sleeping bag system together with tarpaulin and

field sleeping pad.

Material: The fabric is 210D summer camouflage

cloth, and the lining is 190T olive green nylon.

Size: Bag length 1900mm, bag width 750mm

Packing size: 1200×470×540mm

Packing quantity: 10 pieces/each

Performance: 1. The envelope type sleeping bag can

be unfolded, and has the advantages of simple

structure, strong warmth retention, portability and

durability. Quilting lines are arranged between the

surfaces, which can prevent the movement of fluffy

cotton in the space of the sleeping bag's warm layer

to the greatest extent.

2. The opening and closing of the sleeping bag are

adjusted through the nylon zipper, and the zipper is

opened to unfold the sleeping bag for use as a quilt

and mattress

Application: Envelope sleeping bag is a kind of

sleeping bag for individual soldiers during field

training and rest in special areas. It can form a field

sleeping bag system together with tents and field

sleeping pads.
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28、 Aluminum camp bed 29、 Field operation desk 30、 2m³ Soft water storage tank

Material: surface cloth 666dtex × 666dtex olive green PVC coated cloth; Bed

frame: 6063, square 25mm × 1.2mm aluminum alloy pipe; 6063，26mm × 35mm

× 1.1 Single arc aluminum alloy pipe.

Size: 1960mm×660mm×440mm

Packing size: 1000mm×440mm×280mm

Packing quantity:4 pieces/each

Product composition: bed surface and folding bed frame.

Total mass: 25.5 kg/box

Performance: Foldable bed frame. The utility model can be unfolded when in

use, and can be folded and stored when not in use, which saves space, is small in

size, and is convenient to carry.

Application: For soldiers to rest during field operations

Specifications: length 1100mm ± 3mm, width 550mm ± 3mm, height

750mm ± 5mm.

Folding size: length 1100mm ± 3mm, width 550mm ± 3mm, height 70mm ±

3mm.

Total mass: 10kg ± 0.4kg.

Operation ability: provide camping support for personnel to eat and work

under camping conditions. Each folding table is for 1-4 people.

Exhibition time: no more than 1min/1 person.

Environmental adaptability: use environment temperature: - 41 ℃~46 ℃,

relative humidity: ≥ 95%, storage limit temperature: - 55 ℃, 70 ℃, relative

humidity: ≥ 95%, service life not less than 6 years, storage life not less than

10 years.

Reliability: the average failure free deployment times are more than 500,

and there is no irrecoverable deformation when 3000 N/㎡ uniformly

distributed load is applied to the desktop vertically.

Transportability: meet relevant requirements of General Outline for

Packaging, Handling, Storage and Transportation of Military Equipment

(GJB1181-1991). It can be transported by vehicle, rail, water and air to meet

the requirements of conventional transportation mode of the army.

Package size: 0.5 in length, 0.4 in width and 0.33 in height,

Rated water capacity: 2m3

Hygienic property of water storage: non-toxic, tasteless and non polluting

Operating ambient temperature: 0℃~40℃

Storage ambient temperature: - 40℃~70℃

Appearance: camouflage (anti infrared detection)

Overall dimension (diameter × Bottom diameter × High):

Ф1400mm ×Ф 1920mm × 900mm

Number of packages: one can/box

2m3 empty tank mass: 7kg

Purpose: 2m3 soft water storage tank is a foldable soft water storage

container, which is suitable for camping or without fixed water storage

facilities. It is a kind of finalized water supply equipment to ensure the

domestic water of our army.
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31、 Air pillow type self-inflatable mattress 32、 Mattress 33、 Folding self inflating mattress

Material: 150D low elastic PVC camouflage oxford cloth; Filler: 30mm thick

polyurethane sponge;

Lining Fabric: After inflation, it is 1.85m long, 0.68m wide and 0.03m thick;

Product weight: 1.7kg/piece;

Total mass: 21kg/box

Packing size: 500×650×700mm

Packing quantity: 12 pieces/each

Performance: The fabric of the air pillow type automatic inflatable mattress is

camouflage oxford cloth, which is coated with PVC on one side, with camouflage,

wear resistance and other properties; The filler is made of 30mm thick

polyurethane sponge, which is not only comfortable and soft, but also has good

moisture-proof and cool insulation performance; One end of the mattress is

designed with two straps, which is convenient for mattress storage and carrying.

Application: The air pillow type self inflating mattress has the integrated design

of air pillow and mattress, and has the functions of comfort and moisture

resistance. It can be used alone or with folding beds and tents, mainly for

camping in the wild.

Material: The mattress material is 07 type digital camouflage polyester TPU

single-sided coating cloth, and the filler material is soft polyurethane (PU)

foam.

Size: 1.9m long, 0.75mwide and 0.04m high

Product composition: mattress consists of fabric, base material, filler and

accessories,

Product weight: 2kg/piece;

Total mass: 13.5kg/box;

Total volume: 0.34m³

Package size: 800 × 550 × 770mm

Packing quantity:6 pieces/each

Performance: The cloth base material is tough, and the surface coating is

firmly bonded, which can well meet the stress requirements, and it is easy

to carry and durable.

Application: The mattress has comfortable and moisture-proof functions. It

can be used alone or in combination with tents. It is mainly used to replace

planking and folding beds to provide emergency support under camping

conditions

Material: 190T digital camouflage PVC taffeta; Filler: 25mm thick elastic

sponge;

Size: After inflation, it is 1.9m long, 0.62mwide and 0.025m thick

Product weight: 1.24kg/piece.

Total mass: 28kg/box

Packing size: 850×360×700mm

Packing quantity: 20 pieces/each

Performance: The fabric of the folding automatic inflatable mattress is

camouflage taffeta, which is coated with PVC on one side, and has the

properties of camouflage, portability, etc; The filler is made of 25mm thick

polyurethane sponge, which is not only comfortable and soft, but also has

good moisture-proof and cool insulation performance; One end of the

mattress is designed with two straps, which is convenient for mattress

storage and carrying.

Application: The foldable self inflating mattress is designed in an integrated

way, with comfortable and moisture-proof functions. It can be used alone

or in combination with 1029D tent and folding bed, mainly for camping in

the field.
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34、 Inflatable mattress（Ministry of Public Security） 35、 Sleeping mat

Material: The top cloth and bottom cloth are 150D dark blue polyester thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU) coated

cloth, and the filler is 55mm thick soft polyurethane foam.

Size: 1850mm long, 750mmwide, 55mm thick

Packing size: 700mm×650mm×770mm

Performance: 1. Inflatable mattress is formed by heat sealing process, which is mainly composed of surface, bottom

material, filler, air stop valve and accessories. The product has simple structure, can realize self inflation, and is soft

and comfortable.

2. Inflatable mattress has built-in soft polyurethane (PU) foam, with thickness of 55mm and density of 21kg/m ³，

The color is white, and the use of inflatable mattress is moderate in hardness and softness. When one person weighs

80kg and sleeps normally, the inflatable mattress is still elastic and the compression thickness is not more than 50%;

The self inflation structure of the inflatable mattress is realized through the expansion of foam, and the compression

of foam is convenient for the storage and carrying of the inflatable mattress.

3. The inflatable mattress is equipped with pillows to improve the comfort of use, effectively relieve fatigue, and the

design conforms to ergonomics.

4. Three tie straps are set at the lower side of the inflatable mattress. The tie straps are dark blue nylon webbing,

which are riveted at the edge of the inflatable mattress through two snap fasteners. Plastic buckles are set at both

ends of the tie straps to facilitate the storage and carrying of the inflatable mattress.

5. The pillow has an independent air inflation and deflation nozzle. The air can be blown into the pillow when the

lower part of the air nozzle is pinched. The height of the pillow can be determined freely according to the amount of

inflation. When deflating, the lower part of the air nozzle is also pinched, which is simple and convenient.

Application: It mainly provides emergency support for replacing planking and folding beds under camping

conditions.

Material: 167dtex × 48f polyether polyurethane polyester oxford cloth

Size: Expand 1850mm X 600mm, the middle sponge is 30mm high, the air column on both sides is 60mm high, and the

pillow is 98mm high. Roll up size Φ200 X 180mm.

Product composition: the sleeping pad is composed of the sleeping pad body, the inflation device and the repair

accessories.

Product weight: 1.1kg/piece.

Packaging: Each mattress shall be stacked and put into an inflating device, and every 6 pieces shall be put into a carton.

Total mass: 8.6 kg

Total volume: 0.053m ³

Packing size: 600mm×400mm×220mm

Packing quantity: 6 pieces/each

Performance: 1. The sleeping pad is an integrated structure, which is easy to spread.

2. The sleeping pad is small in size, light in weight, easy to carry, and single package size Φ 200mm X 180mm.

3. The sleeping pad combines the advantages of the inflatable sleeping pad and the self inflatable sleeping pad. The

middle part is equipped with a sponge, and the two sides are equipped with tubular air columns. The sleeping pad is

more durable. When the surface cloth of the sleeping pad is damaged, the lining of a high elastic sponge can ensure

the basic performance of the sleeping pad, and it still has moisture-proof and heat insulation properties. This structure

can also meet the portability of individual soldiers

Application: The sleeping pad is used to meet the requirements of thermal insulation for individual soldiers camping. It

can be used with individual tents and sleeping bags. It can effectively prevent moisture and heat during camping.
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36、 MC camouflage military uniform 37、 20kw air heater 38、 40kw air heater

Material: Q235 t1.0mm, Q235 t2.0mm, Q235 t1.2mm cold-roll steel sheets.

Size: L 1.22m,W 0.48m, H 0.55m。

Weight: 135㎏/ unit

Packing size：1420×750×1050mm

Packing size：1 unit / case。

Performance ： Heating capacity: 20kW. Fuel: light diesel or kerosene.

Maximum fuel consumption: 2.0kg/h; Air output： 990-1480m ³ /h(low

990m3/h，mid 1280m3/h，high1480m3/h); Air temperature：＜90℃ ;

Exhaust gas temperature:＜250℃。Thermal efficiency：＞85%。Running

noises：＜60dB(A); Application Environment：temperature：-40～+40℃;

altitude：＜2000m。

Power：Monophase current 220V/50Hz、0.32KW。

Application： It is mainly used for heating when camping in tents or fixed

barracks by the command organs of the troops, field hospitals, emergency

communications and maintenance departments in the plain areas. In

addition to heating, can also be used for ventilation.

Material：δ1.0mm, δ2.0mm, δ1.0mm cold-roll steel sheets.

Size：L 1.4m× W 0.812m× H 0.953m

Component: Hot air outlet, shell, oil supply system, burner, combustion

heat exchanger, control system, blower, chimney, wheels, legs, etc

Weight：276㎏

Packing size：L 1520mm×W930mm× H1270mm。

Packing size：1unit / case

Performance：Heating capacity：40kW

Fuel: light diesel or kerosene.

Maximum fuel consumption： 4.0kg/h

Air output：Ⅰ1700m3/h、Ⅱ1950m3/h、Ⅲ 2200m3/h；Air temperature：

＜90℃; Thermal efficiency：＞85%

Running noises：＜72dB（A）

Application： It is mainly used for heating when camping in tents or fixed

barracks by the command organs of the troops, field hospitals, emergency

communications and maintenance departments in the plain areas. In

addition to heating, can also be used for ventilation.

Material：material: nylon/cotton 50/50MC camouflage plaid fabric

Size: L

Product composition: training jacket, training pants
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39、 Air heater 40、 10KW cooling and heating fan/heater 41、 Plateau air heater

Material：δ 1.0mm cold-rolled steel plate δ 2.0mm cold-rolled steel sheet

and δ 1.0mm stainless steel plate, etc

Size：long 1762mm,width 784mm,height 970mm

Product composition： The air heater is composed of hot air outlet, shell, oil

supply system, burner, combustion heat exchanger, control system, blower,

chimney, wheel, leg, etc

Total weight：189kg

Total mass：1 set/box.

Performance： The maximum air supply temperature of the heater is set at

108 ℃ when leaving the factory. Press the "Air Temperature Setting" button as

required to increase it from 95 ℃ to 110 ℃ . Air supply volume: 1000 ～

3800m3/h (frequency conversion automatic regulation); Air supply temperature:

about 85 ℃

Application：The 2002-40 plateau air heater is mainly used by the commanding

organ, field hospital, confidential communication, maintenance and other

departments of the troops in the plateau area for heating during camping and

living in the tent. It can also be used in fixed barracks. In addition to heating, it

can also be used for ventilation.

Material：The shell mainly adopts LF2 δ 1.0mm、 δ 1.5mm、 δ

2.0mm、 δ 3.0mm equal aluminum alloy plate.

Product size： long 1.39m，width 1m，height 0.902m

Packing size：long 1.94m，width 1.14m，height 1.075m

Total weight：300kg。

Total volume：2.38m³

Packing quantity：1 piece/set

Performance：The panel of 10kW air cooler and heater shall be easy to

remove and install, the filter screen shall be easy to replace and clean, the

overall appearance shall be neat and clean, and the frame and shell shall

not be deformed; The air duct is a compressible flexible pipe, which is

convenient for transportation, storage and use, and has certain heat

insulation, noise reduction and flame retardant effects.

Application：The 10 kilowatt cooling and heating fan is mainly used for the

army in the Yangtze River basin and the area south of it, and mainly

provides support for regimental command posts, field hospitals,

confidential communications and other departments; It can be used for

heating in winter and cooling in summer, and it can be used with tents of

about 30 m2.

Material：The shell mainly adopts LF2 δ 1.0mm、 δ 1.5mm、 δ

2.0mm、 δ 3.0mm equal aluminum alloy plate

Size：1.315m long, 0.668mwide and 0.745m highTotal weight：118kg

Packing quantity：1piece/set

Performance：1. The running power consumption of the heater is 1.5kW,

single-phase 220V/50Hz.

2. Rated heating capacity: 20kW (4500m above sea level)

3. Fuel: light diesel or kerosene

4. Fuel consumption: 2.0kg/h (4500m above sea level)

5. Air supply volume: 800 ～ 1800m3/h (frequency conversion automatic

regulation)

6. Air supply temperature: about 85 ℃

7. Thermal efficiency:>85%

8. Operating noise:<65dB (A)Application：From 2002 to 20, the plateau air

heater is mainly used by the commanding organ, field hospital, confidential

communication, maintenance and other departments of the troops in the

plateau area for heating during camping. It can also be used in fixed

barracks. In addition to heating, it can also be used for ventilation.
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42、 20kw air heater 43、 Plateau shift heating furnace 44、 Diesel coal dual purpose heating furnace

Size：Unit size: ≤ 800mm long × 600mmwide × The height is 800mm (±

50mm), the outer diameter of the air duct is ≤ 350mm, and the straightening

length is about 5m. The whole air duct is flexible, and each pipe is equipped with

a 300mm outer diameter connector and a buckle. The whole machine is

equipped with 07 armed police summer camouflage cover, and the air duct is

equipped with camouflage (standard color) bag.

Product composition：The air heater consists of hot air outlet, shell, oil supply

system, burner, combustion heat exchanger, control system, blower, chimney,

wheel and leg, etc.

Product weight：Product weight≤70kg

Total weight：Total weight≤90kg

Packing quantity：1 piece/set

Performance：Automatically adapt to the altitude range of - 50 meters -- 5000

meters; Hot air displacement ≥ 900m ³/ H (bare machine without air duct);

Ignition time ≤ 3min (after the heater is powered on for operation); Starting

power consumption ≤ 1000W.

Application：It is used by the armed police force for heating.

Material：Cold rolled steel sheet.

Size：Furnace body size (length × wide × High)：720mm×420mm×

585mm

Product composition：The heating furnace for plateau shift consists of a

heating furnace, a chimney and a packing box, and is equipped with four

operating tools, such as fire hook, fire shovel, fire tongs and poke bar

Product weight：50Kg

Packing size（long×width×height）：0.8m×0.585m×0.655m。

Packing quantity：1 piece/set.

Performance：（1）Heating capacity： 10kw；

（2）fuel consumption： 2kg/h（Standard coal）；

（3）Thermal efficiency: about 70%

（4）Fuel type: coal, firewood, dry animal dung (cow dung, sheep dung) and

other solid fuels.

Application：The plateau shift heating furnace (hereinafter referred to as

the heating furnace) is mainly used for heating tents of about 30 ㎡ in

winter on the plateau, or in fixed houses without heating equipment and

facilities under the plateau environment。

Material：Galvanized steel sheet

Size：The length of furnace table is 650mm, the width of furnace table is

400mm, and the height of furnace is 610mm

Product composition：The dual-use heating furnace for firewood and coal is

a cuboid style, one end face is equipped with a firewood adding port and a

furnace ash port, the side face is equipped with an oven and a vent, the

furnace is equipped with a dual-use furnace core and a furnace grate, and

the kitchen top is equipped with two stoves. The accessories of the stove

are composed of stove mouth cover, smoke pipe, fire hook, fire tongs, poke

bar and stove cover.

Packing size : 0.66m×0.410m×0.64m

Packing quantity：1 piece/box

Application：It is mainly used for heating the tents and mobile houses of

the disaster victims, and also can be used for heating the houses without

central heating facilities. The stove can also boil water and cook food while

heating
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45、 Multi fuel heating furnace 46、 Coal wood heating stove

Material：304 Stainless steel plate

Size：（L×W×H）：0.8m×0.59m×0.595m

Product composition：It is mainly composed of furnace body, chimney and ash

hopper combustion module, packed in crates, and equipped with oil pocket and

oil pocket support inside.

Total weight：Total package mass: ≤ 90kg (including heating furnace box group

mass ≤ 75kg, thermoelectric fan box group mass ≤ 15kg).

Total volume：0.28m³

Packing quantity：1 piece/set

Performance：Deployment and roll up time: ≤ 10min/2 persons

Application：It is mainly used for heating.

Material：Q195 ~ Q235 δ1mm cold rolled steel sheet, Q195 ~ Q235 δ

1.5mm cold rolled steel sheet, Q195 ~ Q235 δ 2.5mm cold rolled steel

sheet, refractory cast iron, refractory brick and gray cast iron, etc

Size：（L×W×H）：0.52m×0.32m×0.53m

Product composition：It is composed of heating furnace, smoke pipe, elbow,

T-head, tongs, fire hook, fire shovel, poke bar, etc.

Packing size :（L×W×H）：540mm×330mm×560mm

Packing quantity：1 piece/set

Performance：1、heat supply: 6 ~ 8kw

2、fuel consumption: coal 1.5 ~ 2.0kg/h; Wood 3 ~ 4kg/h

3、Thermal efficiency: about 70% coal

4、exhaust temperature: 150℃ ~ 180℃

5、installation and removal time: 10min/2 people

Application： It is mainly used for soldiers winter camping tents, mobile

homes and other heating, can also be used for housing heating without

central heating facilities, the furnace can heat water, cooking at the same

time.
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1、 8㎡ single layer tent 2、 12㎡ single layer tent（2010） 3、 12 ㎡ cotton tent（2010）

Material：Fabric：333dtex×333dtex blue polyester PVC coated fabric，Frame:

Ø22mm×1mm、Ø19mm×1mmwelding steel tube。

Size：L 3.02m, W 2.6m, Wall height 1.52m, Top height 2.27m

Packing quantity：2 packages / unit

Performance：The tent is a double-slope straight gable wall, with a triangular

window in the rear gable and a door with screen in the front

gable. The window, screen door and curtain are pulled and

closed by the convenient 8" zipper. The tent frame is a plug-type

frame structure, and all around the bottom of the column are

provided with a landing bar. It can be used safely under dead

weight and force 8 wind.

Application ： Mainly for plain areas, resettlement victims. It can

accommodate about 3-5 people for temporary living.

Material：Outer tent:300D sky blue polyester PVC coated cloth.

Tent frame:φ25x1mm, φ28x1mm welded steel tube.

Size： L 3.7m，W 3.2m，Wall height 1.75m, Top height 2.67m；

Packing quantity：2 packages / unit

Performance：1. The tent is a rectangular double-slope straight gable wall

structure, with one window on each gable wall, there is a screen

door in one gable wall. There is a window in the gable at the

other gable, and two windows on each side of the wall.There is a

white window screen and sky blue polyester window bands

2 Tent gable, side wall and roof of the tent are connected as a

whole, the corner is connected by zipper and buckle, the side

wall can be put up as the awning, the whole tent is fastened by

pulling rope with triangular pile reinforcement.

3.The frame is a plug-type structure with ground rods. It can be

used safely in dead weight and force 8 wind.

4. Simple structure, easy to assembling and disassembling.

Assembly and disassembly time:15minutes for 6 people.

Application：Mainly for plain areas, resettlement victims. It can accommodate

about 5 people for temporary living.

Material：Outer tent:600D sky blue polyester PVC coated cloth.

Insulation layer:400g/㎡ white polyester needled felt.

Tent frame:φ25x1mm, φ28x1mm welded steel tube.

Size：L 3.7m，W 3.2m，Wall height 1.75m，Top height 2.67m

Performance：1. The tent is a rectangular double-slope straight gable wall

structure, there is screen door in one gable wall, air scoop above

the door,same position on the other gable side is a and two

windows on each side of the wall. The frame is a plug-type

structure with ground rods. It can be used safely in dead weight

and force 8 wind. Simple structure, easy to assembling and

disassembling. setup and take down time:15minutes for 6

people. Tent cover cloth and cotton liner are assembled

separately, can as single tent or cotton tent based on

requirements.

Application：Mainly for plain areas, resettlement victims. It can accommodate

about 5 people for temporary living.
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4、 12㎡ single layer tent（new standard） 5、 12㎡ cotton tent（new standard） 6、 20㎡ single layer tent

Material：Fabric:333dtex * 333dtex polyester PU coating. Tent frame: 6005 T6

φ25x1.2mm aluminum alloy tube, 6005 T6 φ28x1mm, general

parts: Q215 φ28mmx1mmwelded steel tube.

Size：L 3.7m，W 3.2m，Wall height 1.75m，Top height 2.67m

Packing quantity：1830mm×300mm×240mm。

Performance：12㎡ disaster relief single tent rectangular double slope straight

gable wall structure. The door is on one side of the gable, with a

triangular window above the door; A square window on the other

gable and a triangular window above the winder; Two square

windows on each side of the wall, with a removable screens. The

whole tent is fixed by triangular pile through pulling rope, which is

composed of three parts: tent body, screens, frame and

accessories (including triangular pile, pulling rope and packaging

bag). Integrated packaging of tent body and frame.

Application：Mainly for plain areas, resettlement victims. It can accommodate

about 3-5 people for temporary living.

Material ： Fabric:333dtex * 333dtex polyester yarns PU coating cloth.

Insulation layer:300g/㎡ hollow polyester fiber. Tent frame:

6005 T6 φ25x1.2mm aluminum alloy tube, Q215

φ28mmx1mmwelded steel tube.

Size：L 3.7m，W 3.2m，Wall height 1.75m，Top height 2.67m

Packing quantity：1 package / unit

Packing size: 1830mm×430mm×430mm。

Performance ： Tent with rectangular double slope straight gable wall

structure. The door is on one side of the gable, air vents above

the door, chimney on the same position of the other gable

wall. two windows on both sides of the wall. The whole tent is

fixed by pulling rope connected to the triangle pile. The rod

and the tent body shall be packed together, the rod shall be

placed at the bottom of the sub-package bag, and the tent

body and ground shall be folded and placed on the rod

package to be placed in the sub-package bag. The size of the

sub-package bag shall be 1810mmx350mmx210mm(length x

width x height).

Application ： Mainly for plain areas, resettlement victims. It can

accommodate about 5 people for temporary living.

Material：Fabric:666dtex * 666dtex sky-blue polyester PU oxford cloth.

Tent frame: Q215 φ25x1.2mm, Q215 φ30mmx1.8mmwelded steel tube。

Size：L 5.92m，W 3.38m，Wall height 1.75m，Top height 2.78m

Packing quantity：2 packages / unit

Performance：The door is located in the center of the front gable. There is a

gauze door inside the door and a curtain outside the door. There

is a triangular window above the front gable and the rear gable.

The triangular window is a gauze window with triangular cloth

curtains outside. There are three windows and two cable holes on

each side of the wall, and one window in the the other gable. All

the windows are window screens, with cloth curtains outside. The

combination of gable wall and side wall is side wall cover gable

extension side structure, connected with zipper and brocade silk

buckle belt; The combination of the tent body and the frame is

fixed with a strapping belt and a movable three-section ring

tightening belt; Fixed to the ground by connecting triangular piles

with pull ropes. The frame is composed of rods, tee joint and steel

wire ropes. The rod is inserted with the tee joint, and locked by

the spring clip at the head of the rod and the hole at the tee joint.

Application：Mainly for plain areas, resettlement victims. It can accommodate

about 8 people for temporary living. Can be used safety under

dead weight and force 8 wind, Continuous service life more than

1 year.
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7、 20 ㎡ cotton tent 8、 36㎡ single layer tent 9、 36 ㎡ cotton tent

Material：Fabric:1111dtex * 1111dtex sky-blue PU coating.

Insulation layer:600g/㎡ white hollow polyester fiber.

Tent frame: Q215 φ42mmx1.5mm, Q215 φ38mmx1.2mm welded steel tube

Size：L 5.6m，W 3.63m, Wall height 1.70m，Top height 2.51m；

Packing quantity：4 packages / unit

Performance：Gable roof with straight gable wall. The side walls can be raised

as a sunroof. Tent frame is plug-type frame structure, all around

the bottom of the column is provided with ground rods and can be

used safely under dead weight and force 8 wind load. Continuous

service life more than one year. Tent cover cloth and cotton liner

are setup separately, can as single tent or cotton tent based on

requirements.。

Application ： For disaster command, post-disaster emergency medical

treatment, temporary school quarters, storage of disaster relief

materials and personnel accommodation, etc

Material：Fabric:600D sky-blue PU coating .

Tent frame: φ38mmx1.2mmwelded steel tube。

Size：L 7.86m，W 4.76m，Wall height 3.1m，Top height 1.75m

Packing quantity：5packages / unit

Performance：Gable roof with straight gable wall. One door on each of

the gable wall, a triangle window above the door, in the upper

left side of the gable door is equipped with a air vent, the

upper left side of the door on the other gable is equipped with

a chimney; There are three windows on each side of the wall.

The side wall can be propped as awnings. Tent frame is

plug-type frame structure, all around the bottom of the

column is equipped with a landing rod. It can be used safely

under dead weight and force 8 wind load.

Application ： For disaster command, post-disaster emergency medical

treatment, temporary school quarters, storage of disaster

relief materials and personnel accommodation, etc.

Material： Fabric:600D sky-blue single side coated PVC waterproof flame

retardant coating cloth.

Tent frame: φ38mmx1.2mmwelded steel tube

Size：L 7.86m,W 4.76m,Wall height 1.75m, Top height 3.12m

Packing quantity：8packages / unit

Performance：Gable roof with straight gable wall. One door, one triangle

winder, one chimney or air vent on each of the gable wall. There

are three Windows on each side of the wall. It can be used with

heating furnace. The wall window and the turning corner of the

tent are buckled and closed with convenient opening buckle, with

good sealing effect. The whole tent is strengthened by pulling the

triangle pile.

Application ： For disaster command, post-disaster emergency medical

treatment, temporary school quarters, storage of disaster relief

materials and personnel accommodation, etc.
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10、 15 ㎡ disaster inflatable tent 11、 Simple toilet 12、 20 ㎡ tarpaulin

Material：outer tent：666dtex×666dtex polyester PVC coated oxford；Inner
tent： 240T flame resistance white polyester pongee; Ground
sheet：400g/㎡ double side PVC coated fabric.

Size：L 5.42m, W3.45m, Side height1.9m, Top height 2.55m，

Component：Tent body(with rope), inflatable pipe and accessories (Including
electric air pump, manual air pump,pegs, packing bag, etc）

Performance：Usable area is 15 ㎡, which can accommodate 7-8 people.It
can be safely used under dead weight and level 8 wind load, with
continuous service life more than 2 years, storage life is 5 years
Working temperature：-2
Frame wind resistance: 6-8, inflation time: ≤5min,
Diameter of the inflation pipe is 200mm,
The charging pressure is in the range of 10 to 15PSI. It is used
continuously for 7 days without replenishing air.
The product use the technology of adhesive bonding and high
frequency thermal bonding. The air column use PVC double-sided
coating cloth, and the tent fabric use waterproof and ultraviolet
resistant material.

Material：Outer tent: 500D milk white double-sided PVC self-cleaning coating;
Roof: 500D light sky blue double-sided PVC coated cloth;
Frame: φ28mmx1.0mm welded steel tube, φ25mmx1.2mm welded steel pipe, square

30mm×1.5mm welded steel tube and square25mmx1.2mm welded steel
tube.

Size：L 3.9m, W 2.4m, Wall height 1.9m, Top height 2.66m, screen L 1.1m, W 0.8m；

Packing quantity：5packages / unit
Performance：The simple toilet for disaster relief consists of a tent, four sets of squat

toilets, one toilet for the disabled, solar lights and accessories. In
addition, the simple toilet for men is equipped with three sets of urinals ,
Gable roof with straight gable wall.Composed of tent body, tent frame
and squat toilet, etc. The frame is a plug-type structure with ground rods.
There are triangular windows on both sides of the gable. There is space
between the perimeter of the side wall and the roof for ventilation,
exhaust and lighting; The front and rear walls and side walls are connect
together, which is easy to clean to keep the room clean and sanitary. The
upper open of the wall is inlaid with φ6m twisting rope connect with tent
frame hook; The column position around the wall is equipped with
bundling column belt, which is convenient for fixing the tent body; Inside
the tent, a hanging chandelier is arranged on the side and the solar
power panel placed outside the tent is matched for use. At night, when a
person enters the toilet, the light will shine at the activity range (about
1.5m) from the power source, and turn off automatically after the person
leaves. Both sides of the inner wall and gable of the tent are connected
with the aluminum tent ring on the eaves and the supporting φ5m core
rope and the cross bar of the tent, which makes the tent more firm and
aesthetics, and can be used safely in the dead weight and force 8 wind.

Application：It is mainly used as a temporary toilet tent for victims in the field.

Material：Fabric 333dtex×333dtex polyester single side PVC coated
oxford，Φ6mm nylon rope，length 4000mm，Aluminum
awning ring 30#.

Size：5000mm×4000mm
Packing size：560mm×300mm×300mm。

Packing quantity：5 units / package
Performance：The tarpaulin is made of PVC coated fabric, which is

stitched by the stitching technology. The stitching is
made with 29×3 polyester thread double-needle
machine, and the pin density is 9-11 needles /30mm.
PVC heat sealing rubber strips are pasted inside the
seam to cover the stitching needle eyes The edges of
the tarpaulin are studded with aluminum canopy rings,
which are used to connect the drawing ropes

Application：Used to cover items from wind, rain and sunlight, can
also be used in camping tents on the ground to protect
against moisture, etc
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13、 12㎡ cotton tent 14、 37㎡ grid command tent 15、 60㎡ grid command tent

Material: Fabric is 666dtex×666dtex silver gray polyester PVC coated fabric;

Frame: Q235 Ф25mm×1.2mm and Q235 Ф28mm×1.0mm

Size: 3.7m in length, 3.2m in width, 1.75m in side height and 2.67m； in top

height;

Packing size: 1100mm×320mm×320mm ； ; 1830mm×210mm×180mm ；

1300mm×430mm×390mm

Packing quantity：3 packages / unit.

Performance: 1. The tent is a rectangular double-slope straight wall building

structure, with an open gable at one end, an air bucket in the

middle of the door, a chimney opening at the corresponding

position of the gable at the other end, and two windows on

each side wall.

The frame is of plug-in structure and is provided with a floor rail. It can be

safely used under self-weight and 8-level wind force.

The tent is simple in structure, convenient and quick to erect and retract. 5

min/6 people can complete the erection, and 10min/6 people

can complete the retraction.

Application: For the resettlement of the affected people in plain areas. It can

accommodate about 5 people for temporary living.

Material: Fabric: 2X2 white silver-coated Oxford cloth; Awning: 1×1 white

waterproof Oxford cloth, ground sheet: 400g/m2 double-sided

coated PVC waterproof fabric; Frame: medium 16X0.8mm

aluminum alloy tube, medium 20X1.5mm aluminum alloy tube,

PAI 66, etc.

Specifications: outer tent length 11.8m, width 4.1m, height 3.16m, side wall

height 1.54m, inner tent length 11.2m, width 3.5m, height 2.66m

and side wall height 1.54m.

Packing size: 2000X800X 1000mm;

Packing quantity：1 package / unit

Performance: The tent is a folding space grid structure, which can be used

normally under 8-level wind or 8cm snow load; It is used in the

south and north, and can be erected and retracted all day; It can

be combined into a multi-purpose tent group according to needs

to meet the needs of different users such as accommodation,

office, command and medical treatment. The main body of the

tent is integrated, and the whole tent can be erected or retracted

within 10 minutes.

Application: For troops to set up field hospitals and command posts in the

wild, and as special tents for professional detachments such as

confidential information and communication.

Main material: Fabric: 2×2 white silver-coated Oxford cloth; Inner canopy:

1X1 white waterproof Oxford cloth; ground sheet: 3400g/m2

double-sided coated PVC waterproof cloth; Frame: medium

16X0.8mm aluminum alloy tube, medium 20×1.5mm aluminum

alloy tube, PAI66, etc.

Size: the outer tent is 12.11 m long, 6.1m wide, 3.37m high, the side wall is

1.79m high, the inner tent is 11.83 m long, 5.5m wide, 42.62 m

high and the side wall is 1.62m high.

Packing size: 1800×900X1140mm;

Packing quantity：1 package / unit

Performance: The tent is a folding space grid structure, which can be used

normally under 8-level wind or 8cm snow load; It is used in the

south and north, and can be erected and retracted all day; It can

be combined into a multi-purpose tent group according to needs

to meet the needs of different users such as accommodation,

office, command and medical treatment. The main body of the

tent is integrated, and the whole tent can be erected or retracted

within 10 minutes.

Application: For troops to set up field hospitals and command posts in the

wild, and as special tents for professional detachments such as

confidential information and communication.
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16、 Bathing tent suit 17、 42 ㎡ inflatable tent

Material: The main material is 2 × 2 white silver-coated Oxford cloth, and the frame is made of white

plastic-sprayed square 30×1.2 welded steel tube and square 25×1.2 welded steel tube. The tent is

equipped with a floor cloth, a 20L solar camping shower bag, and the tent roof is equipped with a

fastening belt to fix the shower bag. The roof is provided with a water inlet and a curtain cloth to

prevent water leakage.

Size: L=1.22m, W=1.22m, Front height= 2.3m, rear height= 2.2m.

Weight: about 80kg.

Volume: about 0.33m3

Erection and retraction: 10min/2 people can complete erection and 8min/2 people can complete retraction.

Application: It provides a bathing place in the wild, and can be used in the environment without water or electricity.

Performance: Tent is in the form of single slope and straight wall. It is a frame tube fitting insertion structure. There

are 1 set of bathing pedals and 2 water bag supporting frames in the tent. The side wall of the canopy

body and the canopy top are sewn into an integrated structure, the side wall is sewn with 2×2 white

silver-coated Oxford cloth, and the rear side is provided with a ventilation window; The front fence

door is sealed with nylon zipper, and a safety hook is sewn at the lower opening on the inner side of

the door, which can be fixed with the pull tab, so as to ensure the privacy of users after the door is

closed. The fence is diagonally opened and closed with velcro and lace, and the frame is connected

with the awning body by tie-columns. The corners of the eaves are provided with triangular rings with

tubes, and the pull ropes are fixed with the ground piles through the triangular rings, so that the tent

can be safely used under self-weight and 8-level wind force.

Material: The main material of the outer tent is1100D white double side PVC coated fabric, and the inner tent 260T

white taffeta.

Usable area: 42 m2;

Working capacity: 42 square meters inflatable tent can be used by 8~10 people for office work; It can accommodate

8~10 people.

Size: length 8.4m, width 5m, side height 1.8m and top height 2.97m

Gas column diameter: φ Φ240mm; 5)

Window size: 800mm (width) X600mm (height);

Door size: 1800mm (width) ×1950mm (height);

Packing: 1400mm (length) X1100mm (width) X900mm (height)

Erection time: < 11min/2~3 people;

Withdrawal time: < 8min/2~3 people;

Working pressure: 18Kpa~23Kpa;

Continuous service life: > 2 years;

Under the normal use of the tent, the air column support time is > 7 days.

Performance: There are 8 windows in the tent, and mosquito-proof screen windows are arranged at the windows. The

window positions of the two side walls are in one-to-one correspondence, thus forming convection, which

can meet the requirements of ventilation, exhaust and lighting in the tent. The design of screen windows

can meet the mosquito invasion in summer, which makes the office and living performance excellent. And

connecting channels are opened at the corresponding windows of the two side walls.
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18、 21.11 ㎡ grid command tent 19、 28 ㎡ inflatable tent

Main material: Fabric: 2×2 silver-coated camouflage waterproof Oxford cloth; Inner layer: 1X1 white waterproof

Oxford cloth; ground sheet: 400g/m2 grass green double-sided plastic coated cloth, frame: medium

16X0.8mm aluminum alloy tube, medium 20×1.5mm aluminum alloy tube, PAI 66, etc.

Size: Outer tent length 7.18m, width 4.1m, height 3.16m, side height 1.54m, inner tent length 6.58m, width

3.5m, height 2.66m, side wall height 1.54m.

Packing size : 1800X600X800mm.

Packing quantity：1 package / unit

Performance: The tent is a folding space grid structure, which can be used normally under 8-level wind or 8cm

snow load; It is used in the south and north, and can be erected and retracted all day; It can be

combined into a multi-purpose tent group according to needs to meet the needs of different users

such as accommodation, office, command and medical treatment. The main body of the tent is

integrated, and the whole tent can be erected or retracted within 10 minutes.

Application: It can be used for troops to set up field hospitals and command posts in the wild, and as a special tent

for professional detachments such as confidential information and communication.

Material: The main material of the outer tent is1100D white double side PVC coated fabric, and the inner tent 260T

white taffeta..

Operation and basic functional indicators

Usage area: 28 m2;

Working capacity: The 28 m2 inflatable tent can be used by 6~8 people for office work and 6~8 people for

accommodation.

Expansion and centering dimensions: 6m in length, 5m in width, 1.8m in side height and 2.97m in top height;

Gas column diameter: φ240mm;

Window size: 800mm (width) X600mm (height);

Door size: 1800mm (width) X1950mm (height);

Packing size: 1200mm (length) X900mm (width) x ×725mm (height);

Erection time: < 5min/4~6 people;

Withdrawal time: < 5min/4~6 people;

Working pressure: 18Kpa~23Kpa; 11) Continuous service life: > 2 years; 12) Under the normal use of the tent, the air

column support time is > 7 days.

Performance: There are 6 windows in the tent, and mosquito-proof screen windows are arranged at the windows. The

windows on the two side walls are in one-to-one correspondence, thus forming convection, which can meet

the requirements of ventilation, exhaust and lighting in the tent. The design of screen windows can meet the

mosquito invasion in summer, which makes the office and living performance excellent. And connecting

channels are arranged at the middle windows of the two side walls.
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20、 Awning tent 21、 10-person rescue tent 22、 Disaster relief tents

Material: The main material is 2×2 white silver-coated Oxford cloth.

Size: 4.5m in length, 4.5m in width, 2.63m in roof height and 2.05m

in wall height.

Weight: 33.25kg

Volume: 0.09m³

Erection and retraction: erection or retraction can be completed

within 15min/4 people.

Application: It is mainly used in camping, accommodation and

medical conditions.

Performance: It has excellent performance in tensile strength, tear

resistance, aging resistance, mildew resistance, rain

resistance, etc., so its normal service life can reach

more than 3 years. After the tent is removed, the

packaging shape is more regular. It is convenient for

vehicle transportation and warehouse storage. The

quality and volume of a single package are suitable for

manual loading and unloading and short-distance

handling. Tent structure is reasonable, safe and

reliable.

Material: Fabric: 320g/m2 white polyester-cotton; Curtain: 150D white

flame retardant Oxford cloth; Ground sheet: 500D×500D gray

PVC coated;

Frame: welded steel tube.

Size: 4m in length, 3.6m in width, 1.7m in side height and 2.2m in top

height.

Packing size: 1250×400×300mm；1980×230×200mm

Total weight: 80.5kg.

Total volume: 0.24m³

Packing quantity：2 packages / unit

Performance: The tent is in the form of double-slope saddle. The frame is a

plug-in frame structure and is provided with a floor rail. There

is a door on the gable wall, and there is a screen door at the

door; There are two square windows on each side of the wall.

Windows, doorways, screen doors are all zipped with 8# zipper

which is easy to open. The four corners are connected by straps

and buckles. The whole tent is equipped with floor cloth.

Unfolding and retracting time: about 15 minutes /6 people.

Application: It is mainly used in plain areas to resettle the affected people,

and can accommodate about 10 people for temporary

residence.

Material: canopy roof: white PVC double-sided coated cloth 510g/㎡, tent wall: cotton

canvas 520g/㎡ , inner canopy/floor mat: 350g/㎡ double-sided quilted

needle felt (finished weight 450g/㎡), floor cloth/dragging cloth: gray PVC

double-sided coated cloth 510g/㎡ Tent: φ42×2mm aluminum tube,

throughout: nylon material.

Dimensions: length 4.1m, width 4.05m, side height 1.94m, top height 2.47m.

Product composition: The tent is composed of outer canopy, inner canopy and frame.

Product quality: 106kg

Packing volume: 2200×500×450mm

Number of packages: 1 piece/top

Performance: 1. The tent is a double-sloped saddle structure. The frame is plugging-in

structure.

2. The use area is 16.5m2. The total mass is 106kg, and the packaging

volume is 0.495m³.

3. Assembly time: 30 minutes/6 people.

4. The main material of the gable wall and enclosure wall of the tent is

pure cotton canvas, the main material of the roof and floor cloth of the

outer canopy is white and gray PVC double-sided coated cloth, the main

material of the lining is this white double-sided quilted needle felt, and the

main material of the tent is made of aluminum alloy tube.

Application:: 16.5 ㎡ Turkish disaster relief tent is a temporary residential tent. It is

used for the resettlement of disaster-stricken people in plain areas
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23、 UNHCR 23㎡ family tent 24、 UNHCR dome self-standing family tent

Material: canopy roof: 350g/㎡ polyester cotton canvas, tent wall: 275g/㎡ polyester cotton canvas, inner

canopy: 170g/㎡ polyester cotton canvas, floor cloth / drag cloth: 180g/㎡ PE cloth, pole: φ25×

1.2mm, 19×1.0mm steel pipe.

Size: length 6.6m, width 4.05m, side height 1.94m, top height 2.47m.

Product composition: The tent is composed of an outer canopy, an inner canopy and a pole.

Product quality: 50kg

Packing volume: 1350×400×350mm

Number of packages: 1 piece/top

Performance: 1. The tent is a pole structure.

2. The use area is 23㎡.

3. Assembly time: 10 minutes/3 people.

4. The main materials of the tent outer canopy roof, gable wall and inner canopy are polyester

cotton canvas, floor cloth is PE cloth, and the main material of the strut is steel pipe.

Application: The UNHCR Family Tent is a temporary residential tent. This is a standard tent used by

UNHCR/ICRC/RCRC and is suitable for a family of 5 people, meeting the recommended minimum living

area (3.5 m² per person) in hot and temperate climates and providing additional space for cold

climates.

Material: outer cover: 190g/㎡ PE mesh, tent body: 190g/㎡ PE cloth, inner canopy: 130g/㎡ polyester cotton canvas,

floor cloth / dragging cloth: 190g/㎡ PE cloth, strut: 7001-T6 φ19×1.0mm aluminum alloy tube.

Dimensions: length 4.3m, width 4.3m, side height 1.93m, top height 2.33m.

Product composition: The tent is composed of an outer cover, an outer canopy, an inner canopy, and a pole.

Product quality: 50kg

Packing volume: 1150×550×450mm

Number of packages: 1 piece/top

Performance: 1. The tent is a pole structure.

2. The use area is 18.5㎡.

3. Assembly time: 10 minutes/3 people.

4. The main materials of the tent outer canopy roof, gable wall and inner canopy are polyester cotton

canvas, floor cloth is PE cloth, and the main material of the strut is 7 series aluminum alloy tube.

Application: This self-supporting family tent is for UNHCR and is suitable for 5 people. It follows the minimum area used

in tropical and temperate climates (3.5 m2 per person) and offers additional space for cold climates.

Self-supporting family tents are a short-term shelter solution, especially as a support in emergency

situations, and cannot replace a more permanent residence.
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25、 Folding bed 26、 Oxford folding bed 27、 Air mattress bed

Material：Sell fabric:666dtex*666dtex polyester yarns PVC coated cloth.

Bed frame:Q195φ25mm*1.1mm welded steel tube.The surface of steel tube is

sprayed with white powder.

Mattress is PVC plastic plate with dimension 840mm*500mm*4mm.。

Size：1850×700×350mm

Packing size：960mm×480mm×720mm

Packing quantity：4units /case。

Performance：Disaster relief special folding bed is steel tube frame folding type.

Folding bed is composed by bed surface and bed frame, the head

of a bed is attached with a pillow that can be buckled, the upper

part of the bed face adds cushion plastic board, plastic board is

pushed to the bed tail direction when using, push to the head of a

bed direction when folding. The back of the bed is equipped with

two adjustable tightening straps.

Application：Folding beds are mainly used for medical treatment, post-disaster

emergency, temporary rest and accommodation.

Material：Sell fabric:1111dtex*1111dtex sky-blue polyester yarns PU coated

cloth, 22*19mm.Wall thickness ≥2.2mm special-shaped

aluminum alloy tube.

Bed frame:6063 special-shaped aluminum alloy tube, bed frame and bed leg

without spraying plastic. Accessories surface with spraying

powder.

Size：1850×700×355mm

Packing size：750mm×600mm×740mm

Packing quantity：4units /case.

Performance：Bed frame can be folded. The backrest has three adjustable

section tilting angles. It takes about 1 minute for one person to

unfold.

Application ： Folding beds are mainly used for medical treatment,

post-disaster emergency, temporary rest and accommodation.

Material：231dtex*231dtex nylon drawn yarn PU coated fabric。

Size：L 1900× W750× Pillow height 350 × height80mm，

Packing size：530mm×350mm×420mm

Packing quantity：12units / case.

Performance：Disaster relief air mattress bed is made of PU coated fabric by

high frequency hot pressing, charging and exhaust nozzle are

closed on the bed surface by high frequency hot pressing, and

the bed surface and pillow are connected into one air chamber.

Thermal edge on both sides are riveted three stainless steel

awning rings.

Application：Mainly used for temporary rest after disaster.
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28、 Folding table and stool(ABS) 29、 Folding table and stool(Steel) 30、 Wooden folding bed

Material：Table top ABS resin， stool top 666dtex×666dtex polyester PVC

coated fabric. Table leg 30 mm×15 mm×1.0 mm aluminum alloy

tube.

Size：Table 705×675×650mm ，stool 300×220×380mm

Packing size：690mm×530mm×390mm

Packing quantity：4units / case。

Performance：Plastic folding table top by ABS resin injection molding two

symmetrical assembly into a whole body that can be opened and

closed. Table leg with aluminum alloy square tube with table top

combination, the use of hinge connection so that the table leg

can be folded. The folding stool surface is made of PVC coated

cloth, and the stool leg is bent with welded steel pipe. After the

table is folded, four folding stools are placed on the back of the

table, and the table is snapped together to form an integral

suitcase.

Material ： Table top Q195 t0.8mm steel ， stool top 666dtex×666dtex

polyester PVC coated fabric. Table leg 30 mm×15 mm×1.0 mm

aluminum alloy tube.

Size：Table 705×675×650mm ，stool 300×220×380mm

Packing size：705mm×215mm×370mm

Packing quantity：2set / case。

Performance：The disaster relief folding table consists of a table and four

stools. The surface of the table is made of two symmetrical

pieces formed by stamping cold-rolled steel plate and assembled

into a whole body that can be opened and closed. Table leg with

aluminum alloy square tube with table top combination, the use

of hinge connection so that the table leg can be folded. The

folding stool surface is made of PVC coated cloth, and the stool

leg is bent with welded steel pipe. After the table is folded, four

folding stools are placed on the back of the table, and the table is

snapped together to form an integral suitcase.

Material：Bed with 8.0 mm±1.0 mm wood primary color plywood， frame

Q215 40 mm×20 mm×1.2 mm and 25 mm×25 mm×1.2 mm steel

tube，with sky color。

Size：1950×900×420×620mm

Packing size：965mm×920mm×160mm

Packing quantity：1unit / case。

Performance：L 1950 mm，W 900mm，front height 620mm，rear height

420mm. Unfold time 2mins /2people 。 It can be used

continuously for more than 2 years.

Application ： Folding beds are mainly used for medical treatment,

post-disaster emergency, temporary rest and accommodation.
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31、 Folding bed 32、 Folding camp bed 33、 Folding bed

Material: Bed surface: 600D sapphire blue PVC polyester coated, frame: welded

steel tube.

Size: 1.90m in length, 0.80m in width and 0.36m in height

Total weight: 52kg/ carton

Total volume: 0.388m3, package size: 985×480×820mm.

Number of packages: 4 sheets/box

Function: Folding bed consists of bed surface and bed frame. A pillow with a

buckle is attached to the bedside; There is a patch pocket in the

upper part of the bed head, a plastic plate is installed in the patch

pocket, and the instructions for sewing the plastic plate on the patch

pocket cover (printed on white polyester washed cloth).

Application: It is mainly used for disaster relief command, post-disaster

emergency, medical treatment, temporary accommodation, rescue

of the wounded and sick, etc.

Material: Bed surface: 666tex×666tex white polyester PVC coated cloth;

Frame: square 25×1.2 welded steel tube.

Size: 1.9m long, 0.65mwide and 0.42m； high;

Product: Folding camp bed is composed of bed surface and bed frame;

Total weight: 25kg/ case;

Packing size: 1000×450×150mm；;

Number of packages: 2 pieces/box

Performance: The folding camp bed is a steel tube folding structure. When

in use, it can be unfolded, and when not in use, it can be folded

and stored, saving space, small size and convenient to carry.

Application: It is mainly used for disaster relief command, post-disaster

emergency, medical treatment, temporary accommodation,

rescue of the wounded and sick, etc.

Material: Bed surface: 9mm thick glued laminated board;

Frame: 40×20×1.0mm, 25×25×1.2mm and 20×20×1.2mm welded steel

tubes.

Size: 1.95m long, 0.77m wide, 0.64m high in front and 0.58m high in back.

Packing size: 1020mm×770mm×160mm.

Number of packages: 1 unit / carton

Ability: 1. Being able to meet the accommodation needs of one person;

Adopt mechanical four-bar linkage; Under the ambient

temperature of-40℃ ~ 46℃, all parts have no abnormal

changes, which can meet the normal erection and retraction

operation.

2. The use area is 1.5± 0.2 ㎡.

3. Erection and retraction time, 1 min/2 people.

Application: for disaster relief camping accommodation.
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34、 Knapsack 35、 Family emergency kit 36、 Soft water storage tank

Material：Fabric: 666dtex*666dtex polyester PVC coated.。

Size： 500×400bottom（320top）×180bottom（160top）mm

Packing size：590mm×390mm×420mm

Packing quantity：30 sets / case。

Performance：Knapsack for disaster relief consists of front bag, side bag, bag

body, bottom bag and backpack straps.

Application：For storing disaster-relief supplies

Material：The empty package is made of blue polyester 28 needle woven

fabric shell fabric, EVA5mm75 degrees

Size：350mm×330mm×210mm

Packing size：L 670mm×W 370 mm×H 440mm

Packing quantity：30 sets / case。

Performance ： The family emergency kit consists of the following four

categories of supplies :

A) Tableware:a rice bowl, chopsticks and a glass with cover;

B) Daily necessities: towels, soap, folding buckets, slippers and

nail clippers;

C) Protection category: folding umbrella;

D) Packaging: external packaging of emergency kit..

Material：Fabric:666dtex*666dtex*0.15mm film thickness food grade TPU

double-sided pasting film oxford

Size：0.5 m³ ：Φ800×Φ1280×600mm

1m³：Φ980×Φ1540×700mm

Packing size：0.5 m³ ：600 mm×500 mm×400mm（L×W×H）

1m³：1600 mm×500 mm×500mm (L×W×H）；

Packing quantity：30 sets / case。

Performance：The soft water storage tank consists of a cover, a tank body

and a floor pad. The basic fabric color of soft water storage

tank is sky blue, and the film color is colorless and transparent.

Ambient temperature of water storage tank: 0℃~ 40℃;

Storage ambient temperature: -20℃to 30℃.

Application：Storing drinking water
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37、 Summer quilt 38、 Towel blanket 39、 Polyester blanket

Material： Fabric is 9.8tex / 9.8tex cotton printed satin, the filling material is

3.33dtex three dimensional crimp hollow polyester fiber (more than

20%), 1.33dtex fine denier polyester (with silicone oil) more than

60%, the rest of the low melting point polyester.

Size：2000mm×1500mm

Packing size：L 580mm×W 380mm×H 500mm

Packing quantity：10sets / case。

Performance：The summer quilt is made of pure cotton and filled with polyester

fiber. The color is light and elegant printing with light blue as the

main color. The weight is 1100g.

Material：21s combed compact cotton yarn

Size：2000mm×1500mm

Packing size：L 580mm×W 380mm×H 500mm

Packing quantity：20units / case。

Performance： The disaster relief towel is rectangular, double-sided loop

structure, 21s combed compact cotton yarn, the color is simple

and elegant plain, weight 1000g.

Material：Pile yarn: 333dtex /144F polyester yarn, base yarn: 111dtex /36F

polyester filament yarn.

Size：2000mm×1500mm

Packing size：L 570mm×W 690mm×H 820mm

Packing quantity：10units / case。

Performance：The polyester blanket is a rectangular, double-stitched fabric

with no filler inside. It is made of raschel warp knitting process

and weighs 2500g.
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40、 Cotton quilt（2010 standard） 41、 Wadded cushion 42、 Cotton coat

Material：Cover with 14.5tex/14.5tex light blue printed cotton twill，quilt with

hollow polyester fiber or grade 4 cotton.

Size：Cover 2200mm×1500mm，quilt2100mm×1450mm

Packing size：750mm×550mm×450mm（L×W×H）

Packing quantity：5sets / package。

Performance：2010 standard: The disaster relief quilt is rectangular, detachable,

quilt is formability. The quilt core is made by quilting process (fiber)

and filled with hollow polyester short fiber, 1250g in warm zone and

2000g in cold zone. Cotton: warm area 2500g, cold area 3800g, total

weight 2500g including the core quilt cloth, does not contain quilt

cover, outer packing material with polypropylene woven cloth, lined

with kraft paper

New standard：Fiber quilt weight: 1000g in warm zone, 1250g in cold zone, 1500g

in high cold zone; Cotton quilt weight: 2000g in warm zone, 2500g in

cold zone, 3000g in high cold zone; Fiber filler: 15 sets per pack in

warm area, 10 sets per pack in cold area and high cold area; Cotton

filler: 10 sets per pack in warm area, 5 sets per pack in cold area and

high cold area

Material：The shell fabric is made of 18tes*18tex cotton printed plain cloth,

and the tick are made of white cotton grade 1-4. Lighter

spotted grade 1 -2.

Size：2000mm×900mm

Packing size：750mm×550mm×450mm（L×W×H）

Packing quantity：15 set / case。

Performance： The cover fabric and lining are pure cotton printed plain

cloth, filled with cotton fiber. Weight is 1250g. The outer

packing material is polypropylene woven cloth, lined with kraft

paper.

Material：Fabric 14tex*2/28tex polyester cotton khaki/pure cotton khaki,

filled with hollow polyester staple floss or cotton.

Size：Large， medium, small.Three sizes.

Packing size：650mm×450mm×350mm（L×W×H）

Packing quantity：10 sets / case。

Performance ： Each set of products includes 1 cotton coat, 1 cotton

trousers. In the warm region, 300g/㎡ hollow polyester staple

fiber floss was used, and in the cold region, 400g/㎡ hollow

polyester staple fiber floss was used. At least 1000g/ set of

grade 3 cotton should be used in warm region, and at least

1300g/ set of grade 3 cotton should be used in cold region.

Each 10 sets of cotton coat and trousers are bundled into a

package with polypropylene woven fabric.
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43、 Winter cotton overcoat 44、 Cotton overcoat 45、 Cotton coat

Material ： The fabric is polyester-cotton 80/20 29.5tex*2/59tex dark blue

polyester-cotton calender canvas.

Front, back and sleeve insulation layers:200g/ ㎡ far-infrared composite

polyester compressed soft cotton, 80g/ ㎡ micro-fine

POLYPROPYLENE melt-blown cotton。

Size：Large, medium, small.

Packing size：800mm×600mm×400mm（L×W×H）

Packing quantity：10units / package

Performance：10 pieces in a carton. Each package contains 3 pieces large size, 3

pieces small size and 4 pieces medium size.

Material：The fabric is made of 185T single-sided PU waterproof nylon tower

velvet, the body insulation layer is made of 250g/㎡ filled

polyester staple fiber, and the sleeve insulation layer is made of

150g/㎡ filled polyester staple fiber.

Size：Large, medium, small.

Packing size：650mm×450mm×350mm（L×W×H）

Packing quantity：10units / package

Performance： The coat fabric color is brown, color number is PANTONE

19-1217TPX. The cotton coat is wrapped with polypropylene

woven cloth. There are 3 large, 3 small and 4 medium size coats

in each package.

Material：Fabric 14tex*2/28tex polyester cotton khaki/pure cotton khaki,

filled with hollow polyester fiber or cotton.

Size：Large, medium, small.

Packing size：650mm×450mm×350mm（L×W×H）

Packing quantity：10units / package

Performance ： Each set of products includes 1 cotton coat, 1 cotton

trousers. In the warm region, 300g/㎡ hollow polyester staple

fiber floss was used, and in the cold region, 400g/㎡ hollow

polyester staple fiber floss was used. At least 1000g/ set of

grade 3 cotton should be used in warm region, and at least

1300g/ set of grade 3 cotton should be used in cold region.

Each 10 sets of cotton coat and trousers are bundled into a

package with polypropylene woven fabric.
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46、 Army green cotton overcoat(87 type) 47、 Multi-functional sleeping bag 48、 Site lighting

Material：Fabric:army green poly-cotton， T／C：80／20，density 27.8×27.8tex，

filler with cotton（made of white cotton grade 1-4. Lighter spotted

grade 1 -2).

Size：Large, medium, small.

Packing size：65cm×45cm×35cm（L×W×H）

Packing quantity：10 units / package。

Weight: 2500g.

Material：Fabric 120g/㎡ sky polyester waterproof oxford, filler with 150g/

㎡ hollow polyester fiber

Size：Large, small, child size

Packing size：1400mm×750mm×550mm（L×W×H）

Packing quantity：24 units / package。

Performance：Disaster relief special multi-functional sleeping bag by the top

two sleeves and the bottom of the sleeping bag is composed of

four parts, with two functions of sleeping bag and cotton coat

will be connected to the top and two sleeves to form a cotton

coat closed armhole, connected to the bottom of the top and

the bottom of the sleeping bag, and then the two sleeves rolled

into the hat lining bag to form a sleeping bag

Packing quantity：1 unit / case。

Specification：

Nominal voltage：220v

Operating voltage：220v

Luminous flux：10000/m

Average useful life: 3000h

Generator：gasoline engine 3000w，Can connect to city electricity

Power：4*500w

Adjustment height：1.8~4.5m

Light coverage radius：45-65m
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1、 Oxford Cloth Indian Tent 2、 Indian Tent + Diamond Canopy 3、 Cottage Cotton Tent Medium Size

Size: 2.2*2.2*2m beige

Storage size : 73.2*27*19.3

Weight: 7.6kg

Capacity: 3-4 people

Material: 150D high strength oxford cloth, waterproof about PU2000mm, iron *4,

floor nails: φ6*220 iron 7 nails *4

Box size: 72.5*22*16/1pcs

Size: tent 220*220*200, diamond canopy 500*400

Storage size : 73.2*27*19.3

Weight: 11.6kg

Capacity: 3-4 people

Material: Tent: φ19mm*2.69m iron*4

Sky screen: φ19mm*2.5m iron*2

Tent nails: φ6*220 iron 7-figure nails *4

Sky nails: φ6*220 iron 7 nails *6

Wind rope: black and white φ4mm*4m*6

Carton size: 12kg

Size: 260*210*150

Storage size : 67*31*32

Weight: 13kg

Capacity: 3-4 people

Material: Flysheet: 210gsm TC cotton waterproof and mildew-proof,

hydrostatic pressure about 500mm; White polyester mesh,

bottom tent: 500gsm PVC mesh cloth, waterproof PU5000mm+

φ 19mm*1.5m three-section galvanized iron *2 (fiber rod

6mm*51cm*4 at the window), ground nails: φ6*220 iron

7-figure nails *20, wind rope: white with reflective wire 2-hole

aluminum alloy buckle, φ6mm*2.4m*8, 6mm*4m*4
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4、 Yurt Bell Tent 4m 5、 3m Pyramid Cotton Tent 6、 Terylene Tent

Size: 400*400*250

Storage size : 90*30*30

Weight: 24.4kg

Capacity: 5-8 people

Material: Flysheet: 210gsm TC cotton waterproof and mildew-proof, hydrostatic

pressure approx

500mm； white polyester mesh; Bottom account: 500gsm PVC mesh cloth,

waterproof PU5000mm+

Center iron *1, foyer A-bar *1

Ground nails: φ8*250 screw-thread steel *10 + φ6*220 iron 7 type, pegs*10

Wind rope: white with reflective wire 2-hole aluminum alloy buckle φ6mm*？

M*10 roots

Size: 300*300*250

Storage size : 76*31*26

Weight: 13.6kg

Capacity: 3-5 people

Material: Flysheet: 210gsm TC cotton waterproof and mildew-proof,

hydrostatic pressure about 500mm

Bottom account: 500gsm PVC mesh cloth, waterproof PU5000mm+

Electroplated pole *1, pegs *26, rope *14

Size: 310*260*210 Internal account: 290*218*207

Storage size : 84*20*22cm

Weight: 18.2kg

Capacity: 3-5 people

Material: Flysheet: Beige 210g TC cotton waterproof and mildew-proof,

hydrostatic pressure about 500mm+210D brown encrypted

oxford cloth PU2000+, 40g black mesh

Inner tent: 100g polyester cotton hydrostatic pressure about 500mm+210D

olive green

Oxford cloth PU3000+, black mesh

Iron (plastic connection sleeve) top connecting rod *3, middle connecting

rod *4, side support rod *4)

Ground nails: φ7*250 iron 7 type pegs *4, black and white φ4mm*4m*4

PCs
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7、 Small Cotton Shelter (Iron) 8、 Cotton Pentagon Indian Tent 9、 Terylene Indian Tent Large Size

Size: 360*200*115

Internal tent 210*80*100cm

Storage size: 45*25*20cm

Weight: 5.8kg

Capacity: 1-2 people

Material: Flysheet: 210gsm TC cotton waterproof and mildew-proof, hydrostatic

pressure about 500mm

Inner tent: black B3 mesh; Base account: 300D Oxford cloth

Iron φ16*115cm( wall thickness 1.0mm) *2, pegs: φ6*220 iron 7type pegs *22

Wind rope: white with reflective wire 2-hole aluminum alloy buckle;

φ4mm*2m*4 PCs, 4mm*2.5m*2 PCs

Size: 420*420*280

Storage size : 68*25*28cm

Weight: 12kg

Capacity:/

Material: Flysheet: 210gsm TC cotton waterproof and mildew-proof,

hydrostatic pressure about 500mm

Hardcore*1

pegs *10

Wind rope *5

Size: 300*250*220

Storage size : 68*25*25cm

Weight: 17kg

Capacity: 3-5 people

Material: Flysheet: 210gsm TC cotton waterproof and mildew-proof,

hydrostatic pressure about 500mm; white polyester mesh; Base

account: 400D oxford cloth, PU3000mm; φ19mm iron

Tent pole: 310cm*4, awning pole: 177cm*2, pegs*10, ropes*6
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10、 Outdoor tunnel tent 11、 Tunnel Camping Tent 12、 Three-pole tunnel tent

Size: 505*300*190

Storage size: 122*32*32cm

Weight: 30.5kg

Capacity: 4-6 people

Material: 210D oxford cloth / can be customized on request

Waterproof: more than 3000

Struts: Aluminum

Product accessories: tent, aluminum main pole*6, adjusting aluminium pole*6,

reinforced pegs*25, storage bag

Color: off-white, customized;

LOGO: Customized

Size: 255*440*182

Storage size : 70x32x32cm

Weight: 13.2kg

Capacity: 3-5 people

Material: Fabric: polyester 75D

Waterproof: 2000mm

Strut: Aluminum alloy (φ16, 14.5, 13mm)

Color: sand tea, customized;

LOGO: Customized

Size: 670*380*195

Storage size : 72*30*28cm

Weight: 15kg

Capacity: 3-5 people

Material: Fabric: 210D encrypted oxford cloth

Waterproof: 3000

LOGO: Customized

Struts: 7001 aluminum alloy tent pole*3

Product accessories: wind rope *10, luminous pegs *4, tent pole *3, 2m

support pole *2, outer bag
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13、 Double Layer Tent 14、 One Room Outdoor Tent 15、 Two bedroom one living room tent

Size: 660*380*205

Storage size : /

Weight: 26kg

Capacity: 8 people

Material: double tent, aluminum rod,

Space structure one bedroom and one hall, the waterproof coefficient of the

flysheet is 2000-3000mm, 190T polyester fabric.

Size: 305*305*200

Storage size : 72*30*28cm

Weight: 20kg

Capacity: 3-4 people

Material: Single layer tent,

Aluminum rod

Space structure one room, flysheet waterproof 2000-3000mm, cotton cloth

Size: 330*210*185

Storage size : 65*25*25cm

Weight: 10kg

Capacity: 4-6 people

Material: 150D coated PU oxford cloth

Effective water resistance 1500mm SPF 50+

Waterproof PE cloth Pu3000mm at the bottom of the tent

Fiberglass rod + lacquered black iron

Pegs * 14 windproof ropes * 8 strut sets * 1 piece
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16、 Cotton house inflatable tent 17、 7㎡ Camping Inflatable Tent 18、 4.4*4.4M butterfly canopy

Size: 410*270*200cm

Storage size : 80*48*60cm

Weight: 32kg

Capacity: 2-4 people

Material: Flysheet - blended cotton

Base Ledger - Wear-resistant PVC Mesh Fabric

Mesh - polyester mesh

Air column - TPU

Zipper-YKK stitching-expansion thread

Product accessories: 200cm aluminum alloy support rod *3 (diameter 22mm),

25cm pegs *21, wind ropes *10, pump *1

Size: 3.36m*2.26m*2m

Storage size: 1.0m*0.4m*0.35m

Weight: 26kg

Capacity: 1-2 people

Material: Outer tarpaulin: khaki oxford cloth, air column material: 550g/㎡,

floor cloth: 450g gray PVC

Ground brazing: 4 x 400mm long, hammer: 1, anchor rope: 4, rope

tightener: 4

Inflating device: foot pump, air column diameter: 130mm, window:

870mm*640mm a total of four 1200mm*600mm a total of 2

doors, door: two 1480mm*1000mm

Tent inflation time: 3-5min, tent wind resistance level: ≤8 or less

Size: 440*440CM

Storage size : 65*15*15CM

Weight: 4kg

Capacity:/

Material: The cloth is made of 210D coated silver waterproof cloth;

Accessories: 2 10Mwind ropes, 4 3.5M orange wind ropes

8+6*200 pegs 1+ 25MM tube 2.4m struts.
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